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Learning Objectives

• Learn how to analyze a vault for data issues

• Useful reports

• Useful data pulls using PowerShell

• Learn how to set up corrective actions to clean the vault using 

PowerShell

• Some helpful scripts to clean the vault

• Scripts to a clean Job Processor

• Learn how to create some weekly tasks for reporting

• Jobs that create reports

• Learn how to utilize the job processor to help maintain a clean healthy 

Vault

• Self Cleaning Vault 



Analyzing your Vault



Out of Box reports
Duplicate files

Custom Queries
Using Find File and the 

reporting features

PowerShell scripts to get 
more detailed 
information

Three ways to gather the data in your Vault



Out of the Box Reports Duplicate files report will get you a 
list of files that have duplicate 
names, including paths and names. 
It is the first step to power washing 
your vault.

Duplicate Files



Custom Queries using Find File

1. Files checked out for X period of time

2. Change Orders not modified for X period of time, and not Closed

3. Files with out Visualization attachments

4. Orphaned Files (IPT’s without a parent)

What do we look for when cleaning a vault?



Now that we have all 
this data, what do we do 

with it?



PowerShell Scripts to manipulate data

▪ Duplicate filenames, let’s clean them all up at once.  

▪ Moved up to Vault Workgroup or Professional? 

▪ Put the data in a position to take advantage of your new features.

▪ Loaded a lot of data, and have information from a different source?

▪ Update all the properties at once reading from that source.



Lorem Ipsum Dolor SitPowerShell

PowerShell along with coolOrange’s powerVault 
extension provides a powerful platform to 
administer your Vault

The code snippet here will take the CSV file we 
created from the Duplicate File search in the 
beginning of class and execute a rename.

For each file in the CSV file, we see how many 
there are, then order them by date skip the newest 
file, and add a suffix of ‘_Dup#’ to the end of the 
remaining files.



Lorem Ipsum Dolor SitLifecycle Updates with PowerShell

You have made the move from Vault Basic to either Workgroup or Professional.  

Now all your data needs assigned to appropriate Lifecycles and Categories, to take 
advantage of all these new features.

Manually this process could take weeks!

With PowerShell, login to Vault perform the search criteria for files based on your 
desired filters, folder names, properties, dates.

Iterate through that list of files and perform an “Update-VaultFile” on each setting 
the appropriate Category, Lifecycle Definition & State



Lorem Ipsum Dolor SitData Dump from another 
source
Excel file or CSV file full of property 
values for your files.

The code snippet here will take that 
CSV file do a search in the vault for 
that file and update all the properties 
using the values from that source.

For each line in the CSV file, we 
search the vault for the file(s) and for 
each file found we execute an 
Update-VaultFile and populate a hash 
table with property names and 
values.



Server & Job Processor 
Cleaning



PowerShell Scripts to Power Wash

▪ Size of the SQL database?  

▪ Drive space for filestore?

▪ Backups, did they run successfully?

▪ Self Cleaning Job Processor

▪ Temp folder

▪ Orphaned  processes (Design Review, Inventor Server)

What else can we look for?



Cron job with the use of powerJobs*

powerJobs allows for the use of Cron jobs, in the form of a settings file, named the same 
as the job, the settings file looks like this….

powerJobs is a product of coolOrange

{
"Trigger":
{
// This is a cron syntax expression. If you are not familiar with cron, please see: http://www.cronmaker.com/
// Here are some common cron expressions:
// every minute:        0 0/1 * 1/1 * ? *
// every weekday at 8th am: 0 0 20 ? * MON,TUE,WED,THU,FRI *

"TimeBased": "0 0 8 ? 1/1 SUN#3 *",

// This is the name of the Vault you want to trigger the job
"Vault":"BAC Mono",

// And this two parameters are optional and self explaining:
"Priority":10,
"Description":"This job is triggered Monthly on the 3rd Sunday at 8:00 am"

}
}



Cron job with the use of powerJobs*

The Cron job in the previous slide will execute a PowerShell script that will gather 
information on:

• Size of the SQL Database

• Size/Free size of the Drive where the File Store is Stored

• And Email the results to an Administrator

powerJobs is a product of coolOrange



Self Cleaning Job Processor

Using the Cron jobs application discussed earlier, we can create an additional job that 
does some self maintenance on your job processor machine.

▪ Cleans out the TEMP directory

▪ Kills orphaned processes i.e.: Design Review, Inventor Server

powerJobs is a product of coolOrange



References &  Resources 



References & Resources
Where can you find great ideas and examples?

• Autodesk AKN is a valuable resource of examples and tutorials

• coolOrange product powerVault is invaluable and is a great entry into the Vault API  

http://www.coolorange.com

• Markus Koechl’s GitHub is a wealth of information: https://github.com/koechlm

• D3 Technologies Web site and Blog:  http://www.teamd3.com

• Code snippets from this class will be available on the AU website

http://www.coolorange.com/
https://github.com/koechlm
http://www.teamd3.com/
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